
Sundance Suites  Information & Hints & Map   

How to come to the villa? 

You can use Google maps in yr mobile and search for Merchia Beach. 

When you see  Merchia beach stop the car, the villa is the first house in the 

corner you see in your right side with a fence of stone and glass. 

Check in time : Not before 14:00pm. Except the suite is empty the previous 

day.   Check out time : Not after 12:00am.  

Pools & Jacuzzi.  Jumping or diving is forbidden. There is a risk of slippery 

or being in accident. Kids are not allowed swimming alone! 

WiFi is effective in the yard, outside of the house, and free of charge. 

Get hungry ? (lunch & dinner) 

We have made an agreement and deliver  to the house traditional Greek  

grilled healthy dishes and Greek salads with economical prices only 8-10 

euros per person. Call Kalamakia Grill house at 0030 2289071740 and say 

Seaside Merchia Villa and you can have lunch or dinner  in 20 minutes. See 

the menu http://kalamakiamykonos.gr/menu/ . Save money and time. 

Water and electricity:  Water in Mykonos is not drinkable, is used only for 

shower and cleaning and please don’t waste water for no reason because is 

very valuable (and expensive) for the island. In case of electricity stop (is 

happening few times in the island) it will come again automatically in few 

minutes.  

Cleaning service 

The cleaning service come in the villa two times per week during the day to 

clean, change towels and sheets free of charge. Also they take the garbage. 

You must not throw papers in the toilet! It is a danger of blocking your WC! 

Bring with you: Candles, your favorite music in CDs or USB sticks, all Suites 

are providing CD & Bluray devices. Also take your beloved films or kids 

movies.  Filter coffee  machine and Nespresso machine are provided. Take 

your own capsules. Also, don’t forget mosquito’s skin protection, books, sun 

protection, & sports shoes Merchia is ideal for relax but also for jogging.  

Dive in Merchia beach: Merchia beach has warmer water comparing other 

beaches because the sand/pebbles are darker. Also discover a second 

hidden beach 200m only away right of the villa, right of the cape Agios 

Nikolas chapel.  You will swim alone! 

Ano Mera Plaza: 4 km from Merchia,has pharmacy, cafes, bakery & tavernas 

http://kalamakiamykonos.gr/menu/


SuperMarket Flora  (water – fruits supply, breakfast).  You can buy water, 

fruits, snacks, ice creams, beer & wines from Ano Mera Flora, 2 floor 

supermarket in Ano Mera plaza and use the villa refrigerator.  

Sundance Suites exterior fence photos : 

 

 

When you see  Merchia beach stop the car, the villa is the first house in the 

corner you see in your right side with a fence of stone and glass. 

From the airport or harbor the villa is about 10km away ( 20 min drive). 

You rent a car and follow the signs to Ano Mera village and to Lia Beach. 

After Ano Mera village you meet a EKO petrol station in your right side and an 

open stadium and then you turn left to Lia Beach. 

Before going to Lia Beach you turn left to Merchia Beach.  

Or just use Google Maps: Merchia Beach. 



 

 

 

 


